
InCulture® Master Class
The InCulture® Master Class was developed through comprehensive academic research. It is the first of 

it’s kind globally and is purposefully designed to create real change in matters of organisational culture, 

diversity and inclusion. The InCulture® Master Class will assist participants gain the knowledge, skills and 

tools to drive successful change in organisational culture, diversity and inclusion. During this two and a 

half day experiential learning class, participants will apply the InCulture® methodology to their workplace. 

Participants will leave with a clear understanding of how to embed diversity and inclusion into the culture 

of their organisation.
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Who is this course for?
The InCulture® Master Class is ideal for anyone 

responsible for driving organisational culture, 

diversity and inclusion change. Participants are 

frequently in the following positions:

• Diversity and Inclusion Managers / Consultants

• Human Resource Practitioners / Business Partners

• Organisational Development Professionals

• People and Culture Managers

• Senior Executives 

Participants get the most out of the InCulture® 

Master Class by attending with colleague(s) and 

working together to implement diversity and 

inclusion culture change.

• Values
• Policies
• Workforce Composition
• Infrastructure
• Architecture
• Risk Assessment

• Change Management
• Talent Sourcing & Integration
• Metrics
• Resources
• Training Programs
• Mentoring Programs
• Communication Initiatives
• Collaboration Initiatives

• Measurement
• Accreditation
• Maintenance
• Reinforcement
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Attendance
Participants must attend the full two and a half days to 

successfully complete the master class. A certificate will be 

awarded upon completion.

Agenda

Day One
Why InCulture®?

The Three Layers of Organisational Culture, Diversity  and 

Inclusion

Deep Dive in Diagnostic Evaluation

Day Two
Deep Dive in Diversity & Inclusion Tailored Strategies

Applying InCulture® at your workplace

Day Three
InCulture® Plan Development & Presentations 

Measuring Diversity & Inclusion Culture Change

Diversity and Inclusion maintenance and reinforcement

Course Materials
InCulture® workbook, assessments and handouts
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Learning Outcomes

By completing the InCulture® Master Class, you will:

• Analyse the InCulture® framework through diagnostic      
       evaluation processes at your workplace as well as                       
       developing diversity and inclusion tailored strategies.

• Demonstrate an understanding of the practical   

 challenges of thorough diversity and inclusion strategy  

 development, while concurrently understanding how  

 effective diversity and inclusion management improves  

 organisational performance.

• Develop a plan based on the InCulture® framework  

 to apply at your workplace.

• Learn how to measure the InCulture® framework  

 at your workplace.


